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Terminology 

The word “chaotics” in this work designates a class of individuals and groups that claims 
to want welfare and happiness for all but really, really wants confusion and chaos for 
most as prelude to  their privileged looting and subjugation of all.  Here the word 
“chaotics” substitutes for and includes all and everything designated by the words 
leftist, progressive, liberal, socialist, communist, collectivist, anarchist, activist, radical, 
troublemaker, trust-fund oligarch, feminist, goddess, new ager, deconstructionist, post-
modernist, multi-culturalist, politically correct, financial imperialist, sharia finance, statist, 
afro-mohammedan imperialist, social justice, peace and freedom, financial justice, 
justice and peace, gender justice, druggie, droog, equality, community, together we 
thrive, open society, etc. 
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Assumptions 

That chaotics favor whim and fancy, theirs, and despise reason, order and common sense, theirs or 
anyone else’s. 

That chaotics are enemies, including both foreign and domestic, of the US Constitution, all that 
follows in its train and all who support and defend the same. 

That chaotics have chosen to conduct full spectrum warfare against not only the US Constitution 
but also any they sense are not chaotics like themselves. 

That chaotics have gained control of life-critical functions of the USA and other countries and 
fortified positions, looting, lying and laming as they go. 

That prying chaotics out of those positions and releasing their grasp on life-critical functions is a full 
spectrum war-making endeavor requiring many labors, among them an operations field manual, 
and the definite partiality of Almighty God. 
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This work is an outline for a field manual 
on defeating chaotics.  A mother dough 
or levain in nature, it pines for a 
professional’s touch, experience to fulfill 
its purpose.



1.   “Know the Enemy” 
 

Chaotics are hydra-like.  Combat nourishes them.  Loss makes them strong.  Their centers of command and 
control regenerate from nothingness.  Their organization is both hierarchical and impulsive.  They have names 
and surnames and continuously name new fronts and faces.  They populate every region of the globe and every 
dimension of every society.  Today they have guises and tomorrow others.  Their kinetics are that of sticky vapor, 
their effects lethal. 

There follows a compilation of efforts, name-wise accurate today but not indefinitely, to highlight who chaotics 
are and what they call their fronts, their guises.  When their names change, their motive and behavior do not.  
Their motive is to hurt and loot.  Their behavior is to attack. 
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"In most Arab countries, a group of able politicians makes deals with the 
wealthier families and agrees to run the place for their mutual benefit ...   with 
the rest of the population considered ignorant peasants, to be manipulated 

and taxed indefinitely." 
Austin Bay quoting StrategyPage.com 

Sound familiar?

http://washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/columnists/2011/01/tunisias-remarkable-revolt
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The JurnoList Membership Families and Politicians, And, And, And, And, And

Foot Soldiers, And, And, And, And The President Who Hates His Country

CHAOS, Totalitarian Alliance, Target Information Fronts, And, And, And, And, And, And, And

Socialist-Mohammedan Alliance, And, And Post Modernism, And

http://thevailspot.blogspot.com/2011/01/journolist-membership.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pritzker_family
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nancy_Pelosi
http://biggovernment.com/mfreund/2011/01/13/tucson-aftermath-not-the-lefts-first-political-witch-hunt/
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2011/01/21/obama-teams-ge-iran-palaver-peters-arrives-white-house/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soros
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drummond_Pike
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medea_Benjamin
http://michellemalkin.com/2011/01/14/blame-righty-a-condensed-history/
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2011/01/far-left-activist-slashes-throat-of-man-he-mistakes-for-governor-media-silent/
http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2011/01/left_wing_climate_of_hate_and.html
http://michellemalkin.com/2011/01/10/the-progressive-climate-of-hate-an-illustrated-primer-2000-2010/
http://blogs.riverfronttimes.com/dailyrft/2010/09/casey_brezik_intended_to_kill_jay_nixon.php
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/10784
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/e-nb/Who-What-Why-Are-They.pdf
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Undoing.pdf
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Target-Information.pdf
http://mediamatters.org/
http://www.americanprogress.org/
http://thinkprogress.org/
http://www.dailykos.com/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
http://michellemalkin.com/2011/01/20/lib-radio-talker-attacks-gop-lt-gov-of-wi-she-performed-fellatio-on-all-the-talk-show-hosts-in-milwaukee-and-pulled-a-train/
http://www.mediaite.com/
http://www.soros.org/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Battle-Stations.pdf
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Caliph-And-Sultans.pdf
http://pajamasmedia.com/blog/in-norway-an-awakening-to-the-islamist-danger/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Modernism-Post-Modernism.pdf
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Helpers-Become-Harmers.pdf


2.   Existing Field Manuals 

Fred Sauer, Jr. 

10 Minute Citizen, And 

Missouri Roundtable For Life 

Tea Party Warrior’s Field Manual 

Field Grade Resources From American Majority, And 

Refounding America: A Field Manual For Patriot Activists, And 

Algonquin, IL Tea Party Citizen Activist Training And Campaign Guides 

How To Beat Government Without Having To Hire An Expensive Attorney 

A Citizen’s Guide To The Washington [State] Legislature 
Superb hardcopy guide to citizen involvement with a state legislature.  Produced by Citizen Action 
Network of The Freedom Foundation. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJxHpZTV55A
http://www.myfreedomfoundation.com/index.php/can/view/10_minute_citizen
http://www.myfreedomfoundation.com/files/pdf/10-MINUTE-CITIZEN-update.pdf
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=80829339470
http://www.teaparty-patriots.com/field_manual.htm
http://americanmajority.org/resources/
http://aftertheteaparty.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Refounding-America-Manual-Patriot-Activists/dp/0974969443
http://www.refoundingamericabook.com/
http://www.algonquinteaparty.com/activisttrainingfree.htm
http://www.narlo.org/offense.html
http://www.myfreedomfoundation.com/index.php/can/view/a_citizens_guide_to_the_washington_legislature
http://www.myfreedomfoundation.com/index.php/CAN
http://www.myfreedomfoundation.com/index.php/CAN
http://www.myfreedomfoundation.com/


A Simple Guide: How Liberalism, A Euphemism For Socialism, Destroys People And Nations, And 

And From Chaotics Themselves: 

Rules For Radicals 

Community Organizing 

The Activist’s Handbook 

Egyptian Activists’ Action Plan, PDF 

International Solidarity Movement, And 

Center For American Progress Publications, And 

“The Long March Through The Institutions”, And 

Center For American Progress Action Fund Projects 

“… Grind Them Between The Millstones Of Taxation And Inflation.” 
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http://americasculturalstudies.com/
http://www.americanthinker.com/fred_n_sauer/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/e-nb/Who-What-Why-Are-They.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Rules-Radicals-Saul-Alinsky/dp/0679721134/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_organizing
http://www.amazon.com/Activists-Handbook-Primer-Updated-Preface/dp/0520229282
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2011/01/egyptian-activists-action-plan-translated/70388/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/images/Egyptian-Activists-Action-Plan.pdf
http://palsolidarity.org/
http://www.rightsidenews.com/2010122212400/world/israel/the-international-solidarity-movement-ism-the-network-founded-by-extreme-american-leftists-against-israel.html
http://www.americanprogress.org/publications
http://www.powerlineblog.com/archives/2011/02/028429.php
http://www.virginiainstitute.org/viewpoint/2005_09_5.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonio_Gramsci
http://www.americanprogressaction.org/projects
http://quotes.liberty-tree.ca/quotes_by/vladimir+ilyich+lenin
http://gonzalolira.blogspot.com/2010/10/this-is-what-brian-and-ilsa-said-to.html
http://lonelyconservative.com/2011/01/the-squeezing-of-the-middle-class/


SEIU’s Social And Economic Justice Report, Code Of Ethical Practices 
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The Encroaching Oligarchy

http://chicagoboyz.net/archives/18708.html
http://www.seiu.org/pdfs/SEJ%2520Report.pdf
http://www.seiu.org/a/ourunion/seiu-code-of-ethical-practices.php


3.   Strategic Concepts 
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It’s not politics, its character. 
Get the morals straight, the politics will follow.

De-energize 
Disarm 
Depose

Pinch The Shoulders Of The Incursion 
Break Its Lines Of Communication 

Chew

http://www.city-journal.org/2011/21_1_palin.html
http://www.city-journal.org/2011/21_1_palin.html


Basics: 

In short, attack their ability to be impact haters by making them worry more about earning a living 
[than] hating a former governor.   They are vulnerable and should not expect to remain comfortably out 
of the limelight in a politically reawakening America. 

Correct, flank and rear, flank and rear.   Supply lines, not front.   Get them unemployed.   Publish their personal 
records that are public record, make them uncomfortable, confused, fearful, etc. 
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This war is neither theoretical nor avoidable.  Humanity did not choose it.  
Chaotics did.  They must be met and defeated and that with professional 
principles, by seizing the initiative through regular, experience-proven 
means and approaches.  It can be done, it must be done and it shall be 
done so long as there is one American standing. 

And I believe one were best sanguine regarding the fury of this conflict.  
About that chaotics are right: they chose to make it so.

http://legalinsurrection.blogspot.com/2011/01/we-just-witnessed-medias-test-run-to-re.html


Reading the Constitution is a patriotic act of the first magnitude in the modern climate of hate-USA/hate-USA-
Constitution.  Reference article by Power Line’s John Hinderaker.  The fight today is over the Constitution, 
whether it matters at all, and that means it is the fight for the structure of the country.  Without its Constitution 
there is no USA, it's just a piece of land anyone can do with whatever.  No nation.  That's what the array of 
enemies, chaotics, want to convince everyone it is. 

They want to make the USA into what they want it to be -- by starting from scratch, without the US Constitution.  
They see correctly that their first task is to bypass and nullify the Constitution.  With honesty, they describe their 
goal as “fundamental transformation.”  They are utterly lawless with respect to the structure of the United States, 
and proud of it.  They revel in taunting and tormenting Americans, bending every energy to convince Americans, 
by confusion and terror, that they are as naught to the new wishes and plans now indomitably overwhelming 
them. 

Fundamentally, it's a fight over whether there is structure as democratic republic or chaos as imposed tyranny. 
 Or put another way, it’s a fight over whether a human individual is a person belonging to their self or a thing 
belonging to a state. 

Reading the Constitution and making all bills prove their Constitutional warrant is insisting that this is a nation of 
persons, not a land mass of things, and driving the point into the hearts of the would-be tyrants. 

The word patriotic means "fathered," having a father, being a father, having legitimacy and structure.  Male is 
structure, female is energy.  Takes both to create life.  Structure without energy is suffocation.  Energy without 
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http://michellemalkin.com/2011/01/10/the-progressive-climate-of-hate-an-illustrated-primer-2000-2010/
http://www.powerlineblog.com/archives/2011/01/028073.php


structure is chaos.  Together they are life.  A patriot is one who wants to ensure structure persists along with 
energy, to guide it.  Energy outlasts structure, just as women outlast men physically.  But without structure energy 
is wild and harmful.  So a patriot is one who wants "father" in the form of Constitution always present to help 
focus energy teleologically. 

Furthermore, it is important to note and bear in mind that the Constitution, not a branch of government or the 
state itself, is the focus of the sworn loyalty of every federal officer and elected official.  This is supremely 
important in America.  It keeps us free and united.  It is the ultimate cause for de-energizing, disarming and 
deposing chaotics or any other would-be tyrant. 

Ethics And War 

Zen Conservatism 

Liberty Movement 

An Army Of Davids 

To The Bottom Of It 

Stop Missionary Activity 
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http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/e-nb/Ethics-And-War.pdf
http://wp.zenconservatism.com/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/e-nb/Liberty-Movement.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1595550542
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/To-Bottom.pdf
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Dont-Do-It.pdf


Americans For Prosperity 

I Do Not Want Civil Discourse 

We Are Witnessing The Media's Test Run …. 

Is The Latin Church Disbanded?  Is Liberal Civilization Extinct? 

The Party of Slavery, Secession, Segregation and Socialism  And 

The Patriot’s Tool Box, And 
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http://www.americansforprosperity.org/national-site
http://www.americansforprosperity.org/national-site
http://blogs.dailymail.com/donsurber/archives/28041
http://legalinsurrection.com/2012/11/we-are-witnessing-the-medias-test-run-to-elect-a-democrat-in-2016/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Disbanded.pdf
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/10995441/National-Black-Republican-Association-The-Democratic-Party-Owes-Blacks-An-Apology-By-Frances-Rice
http://www.thenewamerican.com/index.php/opinion/sam-blumenfeld/3390-skeletons-inside-the-democratic-party-closet
http://www.heartland.org/article/28512
http://www.heartland.org/policybot/


4.   Tactical Skills 

How To Give An Interview: 

Prepare for the possibility of being interviewed by writing down three reasons you are attending [an event]. 

Put those three reasons into a brief statement about 30 seconds long.  Write it out, if that helps you organize your 
thoughts. 

If someone asks to interview you, write down their name, work phone number and e-mail address and ask for 
their company’s main number if they have claimed to be from a news organization.  Call it on your cell phone to 
verify that such a company really exists.  Take a photo of the reporter and camera crew, if there is one.  If they 
consider this a hassle and bail on you, follow them to their next victim and advise that person to request the same 
info you requested.  If you sense they have bad intentions, just stick with them politely and keep prompting any 
new victims to request their complete info and photo. 

If the reporter gives you the contact info you request and allows you to take a photo of them, then go ahead and 
let them ask you anything they want. 

However, only answer with your three-point, 30-second speech. 

Give your statement and then thank the reporter and walk away. 
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http://aconservativelesbian.com/2009/04/14/how-to-give-an-interview-at-your-tea-party/


That [is] how YOU control the interview. 

More On Giving An Interview: 

"In short, attack their ability to be impact haters by making them worry more about earning a living [than] hating a 
former governor.   They are vulnerable and should not expect to remain comfortably out of the limelight in a 
politically reawakening America." 

Correct, flank and rear, flank and rear.   Supply lines, not front.   Get them unemployed.   Publish their personal 
records that are public record, etc. 

One tactic is now widely-known and field-tested: image and sound, although the camera angles are usually 
frontal, like TV crews.   They should be flank and rear, to deny the subject control of the area.   Related: never talk 
with/write to a chaotic standing still facing them; move slowly but constantly to their left or right to keep them 
spinning (off balance), as Hitchcock loved to do (cf. Cary Grant and Eva Marie Saint in the sleeper car, North by 
Northwest). 

This includes when talking with a TV reporter.   Keep moving to their side so reporter and camera have to move 
with you.   Never let them control the space.   It is battle space.   Decline to stand still for them, move steadily and 
slowly to their side and rear, controlling the space. 
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http://legalinsurrection.blogspot.com/2011/01/we-just-witnessed-medias-test-run-to-re.html


In an interview room or on a set, stand up and move about, making the camera and attention follow you.   Don’t 
worry, they can and they will.   Expand beyond the media’s paradigms, their sets, their forms and habits.  They 
have to follow you to stay relevant. 

How To Beat Government Without Having To Hire An Expensive Attorney 

Situational Awareness / Speaking The Truth 

➡ Deconstructing Koranolatry 

➡ Piercing Mohammedan Deception 

➡ The Murderous History Of Idolatry 

➡ LTC (R) Frances Rice, And, And, And 

➡ The Socialist-Mohammedan Alliance and How to Stop a Blitzkrieg Attack 

Be strong.   Hold the consciousness bound to truth. 

Be happy.   Release worldly aims.  Attachment brings grief, detachment brings joy. 

Use “big” words, the ones dissemblers despise because they foster precision in both observation and expression. 
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http://www.narlo.org/offense.html
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/e-nb/Deconstructing-Koranolatry.pdf
http://acommonword.blogspot.com/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Idolatry.pdf
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/10995441/National-Black-Republican-Association-The-Democratic-Party-Owes-Blacks-An-Apology-By-Frances-Rice
http://www.nbra.info/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Slave-ocrats.pdf
http://blackrepublican.blogspot.com/
http://www.adwaitha-hermitage.net/theo-geo/Battle-Stations.pdf
http://www.nysun.com/editorials/the-palin-doctrine/87024/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3cGfrExozQ


Name names, droogs’ names and saints’ names, tyrants’ names and sages’ names.   Make pictures of the same 
and publish them. 

Make poetry describing abyssal and transcendent experience and publish it. 

Refer to Latin, Greek, Hebrew and Sanskrit roots of English words.   Cross-reference cognates. 

Know the geography (= the lines of communication) of your area of operations and areas impinging on it.  
Mastery of its geography and linguistics is the prius of a successful endeavor. 

Be precise and redundant.   Use words and syntax to express one’s purpose from multiple angles of view. 

What one talks about do.   What one cannot do, do not talk about. 

Language is The Great Liberator.   Deploy it, press it home, give it a workout, make it to fulfi ll its nature and 
destiny.  “Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown it.”  Language is love, keep it moving, 
expanding, cascading. 

Problem: “What if the union thug pokes his finger in your chest or otherwise tries to incite a scene/physical 
interaction?  What is the best means that you have seen someone use to repel (kindly and civilly, of course) or 
otherwise deflate the media (or private person) who abruptly enters a person's personal space with mic/camera? 

“I am involved in an ongoing discussion about events at recent tea parties, demonstrations/marches, and other 
events (even voting booths!) where a conservative has been antagonized or attacked by a union schmo, or 
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http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2010/jun/25/inside-the-black-panther-case-anger-ignorance-and-/
http://iowahawk.typepad.com/iowahawk/2010/08/wedgeapalooza.html


otherwise bombarded with unwanted press or leftie activist attention - most likely in an effort to send them off 
balance to speaking or behaving inappropriately.” 

Solutions: 

➡ The closest I have been to the scenario is after a homicide trial, when we were pretty sure the press would 
ask us for a comment.  Obviously they crop/redact whatever they feel like, so the goal is to keep it very 
short. 
 
We had prepared written sentencing statements to read, so we tacked on the statement to the press, which 
said, “The defendant is the only living person who knows what really happened.  Although his recollection 
of the crime is conveniently vague, he has admitted fault in the death of (police) Officer ____.  He has 
accepted the least amount of responsibility possible.” 

➡ Gosh … that's a good one.  Just off the top of my head, I can't think of a thing.  I will have to mull this one 
over a bit ….  I can think of something snotty, however!  When I worked at ___, the Marketing Manager 
there was an absolute ass.  He was giving one of the gals there a hard time, and she said, "Al, those kinds of 
statements usually reflect on the size of one's penis.", meaning HIS.  I nearly swallowed my tongue … shut 
him the hell up rather quickly. 
 
So, I guess you could spin it, and say something like, "Those kinds of questions reflect on the size of 
someone's brain.", OR, "Why, thank you, you must be an absolute genius.”  If you are looking for funny, try 
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Leslie Nielsen-isms.  I would look up some of the stuff he came up with and go from there.  I remember 
after he died, one of the News Channels did a blurb on him and how he was on a talk radio show one day.  
He was hard of hearing, and whenever someone called in with a question, he just answered what he 
thought they were asking, which was totally off base because he didn't hear the question.  It was hysterically 
funny: 
 
 
 
 

➡ If you are aware of what is going down, the best way to deflect this type of behavior is to just smile at the 
individual and just keep on smiling.  This will drive a Liberal up the wall because every liberal I know wakes 
up every morning in a unhappy state.  That is just the nature of their being. 

➡ Here is what I would say to them: "Is there a reason you are TARGETING me and behaving AGGRESSIVELY 
to me?  Do you think I will answer any of your questions when you are ATTACKING me verbally and 
physically?  Do I have to call the POLICE so you get away from me?” 
 
ASK QUESTIONS.  Use forceful vernacular so they think YOU think THEY are aggressive, attacking etc.  That 
way they have to OWN their actions, DECIDE if they want to be perceived that way, and it is on tape and it is 
less likely to be twisted on the cutting room floor.  YOU do the QUESTIONING and turn the tables on 
THEM! 
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"Surely, you understand." 
 
"I understand.  And don't call me Shirley."



 
I was taught in a self defense class that I have EVERY RIGHT to NOT have my space invaded by anyone! 
 
I have been approached 3 times in supermarket parking at night and none of them got within 10 feet of 
me.  I looked each one of those men in the eye (with a very mean look) and asked why they were following 
me?  Then I said in a very SOLID very LOUD voice that they needed to go some where else, and not 
approach ME!  Or "GET AWAY FROM ME" works!  Then I kept my EVIL EYE on them while they walked off! 
 Seeing that they had to make a decision - can I take her or can I not?  Will she draw attention or not?  They 
all 3 chose to leave and 2 actually ran! 
 
Women's problem is they think they cannot speak to someone like that.  When they finally get it in their 
head that they can - they do!  NO one has a right to come any farther toward you than YOU think they can 
or should - we forget it is OUR decision.  I don't even like to be approached inside the supermarket or any 
other inside area!  My Daughter doesn't worry about me traveling alone on a long trip.  One night when a 
man was overly friendly in the motel lobby, I called someone else in the lobby and asked if they knew him, 
and would they do a physical check thru the night, telling them I didn't appreciate his friendliness. 
 
I do not want to get hurt or even die because I was stupid and didn't protect myself!!! 
 
These answers absolutely do work for men!  Why not?  Because men are supposed to be macho?  Foolish - 
they have a right as a human being!  Most men do not like to be bothered! 
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➡ I think a lot of our "problems" today are no more than screaming to divert attention from some lie or crime 
being committed by the screamer.  How many "crises" have we lived through now? 

➡ What if the impetus was for there to always be groups, everyone familiarized with their cameras/cell phone 
cameras and having them at the ready.  There really IS strength in numbers, and to have tons of video to 
line up all around does a good job of creating a timeline and providing video/audio from all angles.  
Hmmm.  Right now I can think of a small percentage of adults who are truly proficient with the movie 
camera in their pocket/handbag. Often, that application is so buried in menus, no one bothers. 

➡ I think the only recourse would be intense negative press via conservative blogs or FOX news.  Lots and lots 
of cameras ... kind of like the Congressional Black Congress did last summer when they recorded no one 
saying anything. 
 
Go back and look at the youtube coverage of that "march".  The CBC (or whatever they are called) were 
obnoxious with their camera coverage like they were "gonna get you."  Never send a loner in these days.  
Full coverage.  Remember that college student who asked the jerkface congressman a question and the 
jerkface started to beat the student up? 

➡ A Primer on Successfully Combating the Alinsky Method 
 
FILM FILM FILM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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http://conservativehideout.com/a-primer-on-successfully-combating-the-alinsky-method/


➡ Using phone cameras is a good practice because it is easy to get into the “He said she said.” 
 battle but it is pretty hard to deny a video clip or photo.  I must admit that I am not as good as I could be 
with my camera but I do have video on one of my smart keys so I guess I am a little ahead of most. 

➡ There's more too it, as well.  Angle of approach/camera angle.  Get on their side or in their rear and then 
get their attention.  Standard combat tactics.  Camera is being spoken of here as a combat weapon and 
indeed it is.  Therefore, combat tactics are indicated re its use.  Cameras are used to “shoot” targets with 
pictures and “capture” audio.  Camera is an offensive/defensive weapon. 

➡ The ASK QUESTIONS tactic.  I used it on the bus.  It works because the questioner sets the agenda.  This is 
how news people flummox interviewees.  Ask questions, this controls the area and flatters the interviewee, 
who stupidly thinks they are a center of attention, taking the flattery and being undone by it, as intended by 
the interviewer. 
 
Another tactic is to physically move slowly but constantly to the side and rear of the interviewer, making 
them pivot to keep facing you.  That makes you control the space, which is in fact a battle space.  Who 
controls the battle space controls the battle. 
 
The ASK QUESTIONS tactic also controls the battle space.  In the Ross Hunter version of Lost Horizon, early 
1970s, there is a song and dance by Bobby Van with children in a school room by a lake in Shangri La which 
makes this point: the smart ones know the questions.  Lyrics by Hal David, music by Burt Bacharach.  The 
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movie was panned.  It is among my all-time favorites. 

➡ Storm the bastille?  No, storm the walls of the bastille’s architects, the walls of the builders of both the 
walls of Washington and the walls of institutional media: namely, storm the walls of the nation's colleges 
and universities, especially the ivy-covered ones. 
 
Back those faculties, especially of "liberal arts," into cul-de-sacs, then purify them by drying up their funding 
and by initiating criminal and civil suits and direct domestic confrontations and protests.  Disgrace and 
dislodge those faculties, put them in the crucible of opprobrium, and the walls of Washington and 
institutional media will fall in a trice.  The culprit is in the schools.  It’s the professors who stereotype history, 
abominate scrutiny and attenuate inquiry.  It's the liberal arts faculties, who teach the politicians and 
commend mockery, cruelty and dismemberment (they call it “deconstruction”). 
 
Discredit the teachers and their students fold.  Storming institutional media is a waste of time, a vector 
aimed at a replaceable appendage, away from the heart of the enemy.  The heart of the enemy is the liberal 
arts faculty as presently constituted. 
 
For example: Soros is nothing without his teacher Popper.  Shatter Popper you shatter Soros.  That illustrates 
both principle and principal in this fight. 

➡ Turn accusations into assets, insults into inspirations.  Pivot, roll with the punch and move over, under or 
around it -- or all three. 
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“You’re a party of No.”  “No, we’re a party of Hell No!” 
 
“You’re a racist.”  “No, I’m a white racist.  That’s my race.  What’s yours?” 
 
Or, stand your ground, move straight forward and give better than you get. 
 
Sarah Palin is a master of this tactic. 

➡  Laugh.  When they come at you, laugh.  When they emit clouds of confusion, yell threats and hurl abuse, 
laugh. 

➡ Prepare with guidance at this Online Classroom. 

➡ Citizen Lobbying Kit 

Problem: The chaotics’ attack on the US Constitution has followed the Gramsci Plan.  It has been in the nature of 
a blitzkrieg even though seemingly in slow-motion.  How does one defeat a blitzkrieg attack? 

Solution: The short answer is: pinch the shoulders of the incursion, break its lines of communication (LOC) and 
chew. 
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The long answer is: the same way that makes it effective in the first place, namely: 

➡ a good, well-coordinated full-spectrum attack, 

➡ hold the flanks of the penetration, 

➡ blunt the point of the penetration, forcing the enemy to dismount and deploy in conventional line of battle, 

➡ attack into the flanks of the penetration to sever its LOC, 

➡ annihilate its actors. 

The penetration of the Socialist-Mohammedan Alliance into the USA focuses, as Sayyid Qutb did, on her system 
of education and from there on her media, legislatures and courts.  Finally, it has reached her executive seat.  Its 
LOC comprises English, American, Chinese, Russian, Iranian and Arab faculty supported by petro-dollars and 
“men’s” clubs, Roman Catholic, Jewish and Protestant religious and secular clergy, state legislatures and DOEs, 
publishers, CAIR and numerous other Sunni and Shi’ite front organizations engaged in lawfare and finance-fare, 
certain banking and investment combinations, trial lawyers, vast numbers of “think tanks” and “foundations,” 
almost all federal, state and local bureaucrats and the Black Congressional Caucus.  The flanks of the penetration 
are admissions staffs and alumni of almost all colleges and universities, especially state schools and “Ivies.”  Today 
a prestigious college or university is a seditious one. 

There is little reason to believe that array of power can be defeated this side of imploding on its own enormity.  
The current telos or aim of history appears to reveal humanity as the anvil against which Providence, through its 
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infinite and mysterious Love, is hammering demonic personalities comprising the Socialist-Mohammedan 
Alliance, to reform them, to give them new birth.  Who can understand the Divine Reason?  Participate It does so 
participate we must.  So, “with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each 
other our lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor” to defend our liberty against any who would compromise it 
and to protect and defend the Constitution of the United States. 

Accordingly, while conducting full-spectrum attack on all of the chaotics’ lines of communication, focus on the 
schools and religious institutions.  They are chaotics’ principle supply line and the vital matrix of their operations.  
(In the same way, mosques are the essential mainspring of jihadi insanity.)  Neutralize and evacuate that matrix.  
Separate chaotics from schools and religious institutions by pinching admissions to and alumni support of them. 

How?  Depatronize and defund colleges, universities and religious institutions.  Stay away from them.  Don’t sent 
your offspring to them unless they are known vigorously to defend and protect the US Constitution.  Petition 
alumni and students to cease gifts and governments to cease subsidies to academic institutions which do not 
defend and protect the US Constitution.  (Speaking of the Constitution as a “living document” is signaling 
intention to subvert it, to remove it from the realm of principle and float it in the sea of wandering.)  And keep at 
it.  Evaporate the client and revenue streams of schools and religious institutions.  Pinch off the shoulders of their 
operations, namely students and money.  Then, chew.  This will de-energize and disarm chaotics and subject 
them to deposition. 
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Second, investigate, prosecute and sue chaotics personally along with their schools and religious institutions, as 
possible, for fraud, rape, extortion, theft, trifling, abuse, solicitation, illegal drug use, libel, racketeering, etc.  RICO 
them. 

Agile and Adaptive: Have the home schooling parents set up tents in the parking lots of shuttered schools and 
invite parents to bring their kids down for a day of learning using the materials approved by the school system.  
Invite the media and hope for an arrest or two. 

The Eleventh Commandment: What will we do when the left resorts to violence to the point where people on 
the right are seriously injured? 

In my opinion the most important thing not to do is to condem those conservatives who fight back.  We must 
present a unified front against the left.  The left will expect us to condem any conservative who fights back, we 
must turn the tables on the left and use their own methods against them.  You never see someone on the left 
disown one of their own they always turn in back and twist it into being the fault of conservatives and they stick 
with that no matter what.  They will be totally unprepared if we do it to them. 
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5.   Training 

Online Classroom 

Tea Party Training 

10 Minute Citizen 

Train To Be A Candidate 

The Leadership Institute - Training, And 

Field Grade Resources From American Majority 

Empower U: Next Steps For The Informed Citizen 

Refounding America: A Field Manual For Patriot Activists, And 
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6.   Operations Types And Parameters 

Water Purification 

Small-Scale Farming 

Disruption Prevention and Arrest 

Propaganda Interdiction, Sabotage and Evisceration 
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7.   Logistics 

Networked Communications 

Physical 

Scaled Neighborhood Watch, Land Line, USPS, Voluntary Organization, Mech-Mounted Crier, Poster, 
Flyer, Sight and Sound Signals, Mech Caravans, Animal Caravans, local PACs,  

Virtual 

Scaled Email, SMS, Cell Phone,Website, Email Listserv, Online Group, YouTube, Weblog, FAX, “Social 
Media,” virtual PACs 
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8.   Debriefings 

Think Stupidity 

Liberation Theology 

Internet Freedom Coalition 

My, O, My But Dat Black Fella Sho Can Dance 

I Am I: Independence, Command And Control 

Al Qa’ida, Hamas And The Muslim Brotherhood 
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9.   Lessons Learned 

Town Hall 

First They Came …. 

A Primer on Successfully Combating the Alinsky Method 
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10.   Tea Party And Parallel Organizations 

Oath Keepers 

American Majority 

The Dallas Tea Party 

Tenth Amendment Center 

Jefferson County Tea Party 

St. Louis Tea Party Coalition 

A Message From Lloyd Marcus 

The Crispus Attucks Tea Party 

Illinois Tea Party Groups 

The Grassroots Texans Network 
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The National Association Of Rural Landowners 
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4.   Tea Party And Parallel Organizations 

Our Turning Point 

Quincy Tea Party 

Tea Party Patriots 

Cincinnati Tea Party 

The Tea Party Express 

West Chester Tea Party 

The 1851 Center For Constitutional Law 

Coalition Opposed To Additional Spending & Taxes 

Evergreen Freedom Foundation’s Citizen Action Network 
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